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Abstract: The purpose of this study is to propose an analysis method for facility allocation 
planning where there is the possibility of earthquake tsunami. The possible blockade of road 
sections by the earthquake is taken into consideration. Using the Dijkstra method to calculate 
the shortest route, route of the highest passage rate can be determined by converting the 
passage rate into the absolute value of the common logarithm. The optimum positions of 
refuge facilities can be analyzed by the mixed integer programming (MIP). In MIP, the 
objective function is the maximization of total passage rate which people can reach the refuge 
facilities from each node of road network. This procedure is applied to a simple grid model of 
9 nodes and 12 links. The blockade rate of the link between two nodes, which must be 
determined by the conditions of road width, roadside building, magnitude of earthquake, etc, 
is divided into 2 ranks, one for refuge route and the other for another route. The simulation of 
refuge from earthquake tsunami and rational allocation planning of refuge facilities can be 
carried out. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Facility allocation planning to minimize the total migration distance of facility users is called 
“p median problem”. An analysis method for p median problem using the mixed integer 
programming (MIP) is already presented by Oyama (Oyama, et al., 1999). But expressions 
presented by Oyama will be insufficient to solve the p median problem using MIP. Authors 
added one expression to solve the p median problem using MIP and applied it to solve the 
analysis example on facility allocation problem at Susaki (Takeuchi, et al., 2002). By the 
progress of personal computer and MIP program, it will be possible to obtain the solution of 
the problem included a large number of design variables corresponding to the actual city. And 
it is predicted that the Nankaido earthquake will occur not later than the first half of this 
century, and the effective measures are requested. 

The purpose of this study is to propose an analysis method for facilities allocation planning 
where there is the possibility of earthquake tsunami. The possible blockade of road sections 
by the earthquake must be taken into consideration. The problem is where to place the refuge 
facilities as the most effective emergency position, when movement of people to higher 
ground is difficult. The allocation analysis procedure based on this study is as follows: 

• Using the Dijkstra method to calculate the shortest route, route of the highest passage rate 
can be determined by converting the passage rate into the absolute value of the common 
logarithm. As the blockade rate of the link between two nodes of the road network is pi, 
passage rate of the link is 1- pi. In this study, this route of the highest passage rate is 
called “emergency route”. 

• Using the highest passage rate, the optimum positions of refuge facilities can be analyzed 
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by MIP. In MIP, the objective function is the maximization of total passage rate which 
people can reach the refuge facilities from each node of road network. And the constraint 
formulae are the limitations of the number and the capacity of refuge facilities. 

This procedure is applied to a simple grid model of 9 nodes and 12 links. The blockade rate of 
the link between two nodes, which must be determined by the conditions of road width, 
roadside building, magnitude of earthquake, etc, is divided into 2 ranks, one for refuge route 
and the other for another route. In this study, the blockade rate is equal to 0 for “refuge route” 
and 0.4 for “another route” which is greater than the number for “refuge route”. The results of 
these analyses are as follows: 

• The locations of refuge facilities to the position of higher ground and the two kinds of 
routes can be determined. 

• The locations of refuge facilities to the limited refuge direction can be also determined. 
• The locations and the territories of refuge facilities to the limited capacity can be 

determined. 
As mentioned above, the simulation of refuge from earthquake tsunami and rational allocation 
planning of refuge facilities can be carried out. 

2. ANALYSIS METHOD 

2.1 Objective function 

In the case that the possible blockade of the road section is considered, it is thought that the 
optimum allocation positions of the refuge facilities will differ in the cause of the allocation 
position of the “refuge route”. Refuge facilities will be located in order to decrease a 
utilization ratio of “another route” which is greater than the blockade rate for “refuge route”. 
So, in this study, the objective function is the maximization of total passage rate which people 
can reach the refuge facilities from each node of road network. The objective function is as 
follows: 

Maximize Ｗ＝ΣiΣjPsijXij  (1) 

Psij is a passage rate of emergency route connecting the road network node i with refuge 
facilities j. Xij means a design variable and evacuee which moves from road network node i 
to refuge facilities j. The number of design variable Xij and data Psij becomes m×n, when 
number of nodes is m and number of the possible places for refuge facilities is n. For 
objective function only, the maximum value of objective function W is in case of all Xij≠0. 
This condition for all Xij≠0 shows that the each node population moves to all refuge 
facilities with overlapping. 

2.2 Constraint 

Therefore, the population of node i should be assumed to move to one of refuge facilities. 
Then, the constraint expression is as follows: 

ΣjXij≦Pi         (2) 

Pi is a population of road network node i. However, the result solved by the objective function 
(1) and expression (2) becomes so natural that many refuge facilities are necessary. Therefore, 
the constraint that restricts the number of refuge facilities are as follows: 

ΣjZj＝K         (3) 
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－Zj＋Xij/Pi≦０ （also, Pi＞０）            (4) 

In expression (3), K is a number of refuge facilities. And, Zj is 0 or 1, binary variable. Zj=0 
means that refuge facility j is not established and Zj=1 means established. It shows that 
refuge facility j is already existing when Zj=1 is inputted as the initial value. And, expression 
(4) shows the constraint that Xij must be equal to 0 at the time of Zj=0, and also Xij is smaller 
than or equal to Pi at the time of Zj=1. Furthermore, the constraint expression for restriction to 
the facilities capacity is as follows: 

ΣiXij≦Mj         (5) 

Mj is the capacity of refuge facility j.   

2.3 Input data    

As mentioned above, in order to obtain the design variable Xij, Zj and objective function W 
for the allocation analysis in this study, next five elements are necessary. 

• Psij :Passage rate of the emergency route connecting the road network node i with refuge 
facility j    

• Pi  :Population of road network node i 
• K  :Number of refuge facilities 
• Zj=1 :Built-up refuge facility j 
• Mj  :Capacity of refuge facility j 

2.4 Analysis procedure    

The procedure of the allocation analysis method using MIP is as follows: 

• The input data file of above mentioned five elements are made.   
• MPS file are made for the data of MIP.   
• After reading MPS file, optimization by using MIP are computed.   
The main work that makes the input data file is the search of the emergency route for refuge. 
And the MPS file includes above mentioned five elements, objective function and constraint. 
MPS is an abbreviation for Mathematical Programming System, data format defining linear 
programming problem. Basic program was used for the making MPS file. The similar 
algorithm can be applied to any conditions in MIP analysis. 

2.5 Emergency route 

Generally, in the case of no considering the possible blockade of the road section, there are 
many routes, the shortest route and the detours, from one node to one of the possible places 
for facilities. Then, the shortest route is a most important route. But, in the case of considering 
the possible blockade of the road section, it seemed that there are many routes, the route of 
the highest passage rate and the substitute routes, for refuge from one node to one of the 
possible places for refuge facilities. Then, the route of the highest passage rate will be a most 
important route for refuge. The length of shortest route is sum of lengths of links. But the 
passage rate of the route of the highest passage rate is a product of passage rates of links. The 
method to search the routes of products of passage rates of links is not found. Therefore the 
transformation of the formulations from multiplication to addition is done. And the 
emergency route for refuge, the route of the highest passage rate is searched out of the many 
routes by using the Dijkstra method to search the shortest route. As the blockade rate of the 
link between two nodes of the road network is pi, the method to search the emergency route is 
as follows:  

• Expression for the passage rate Ps of the route consisted of some links in series is as 
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follows:   
Ps＝Π(1-pi) (6) 

• As the range of ｔhe passage rate Ps is 0≦Ps≦1, the absolute value of the common 
logarithm of the highest passage rate becomes the smallest value.  

• Expression for the absolute value of the common logarithm of the passage rate for one 
link is as follows:   

Li＝｜log(1-pi)｜ (7) 

• Expression for the absolute value of the common logarithm of the passage rate Ps of the 
route consisted of some links in series is as follows:   

Ls=ΣLi (8) 

• Therefore, the emergency route for refuge is able to search out of the many routes by 
using the Dijkstra method. 

• Expression in order to obtain the passage rate Ps from Ls obtained by using expression 
(8) is as follows: 

Ps＝10^(- Ls) (9) 

3. ANALYSIS MODELS    

3.1 Height and road network    

The analysis models of cases 1-4 are shown in Figure 1. They consist of simple grid model of 
9 nodes and 12 links. Node numbers are n1-n9 and link numbers are L1-L9. The distances 
between two nodes are 60 m in Y direction and 100 m in X direction. The height for refuge is 
placed at node n1, the upper left corner of each model. In these models, each population of 
nodes takes refuge at the height. The blockade rate of the link between two nodes is divided 
into 2 ranks, one for refuge route and the other for another route. In this study, the blockade 
rate is equal to 0 for “refuge route”, and 0.4 for “another route” which is greater than the 
number for “refuge route”. The difference among cases 1-4 in Figure 1 is as follows: Case1 is 
in the case of only “another route”. Cases 2-4 are in the cases of “another route”, and “Refuge 
route” having same length. “Refuge route” is located only Y direction. “Refuge route” of 
Case2 is directly connected to the height. “Refuge route” of Cases 3 and 4 are not directly 
connected to the height. “Refuge route” of Case3 is allocated at the middle of the road 
network. “Refuge route” of Case4 is allocated at the far end from the height. Generally, in the 
actual city, wide road is at the far end of the height like Case4. 

 

Case1aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaCase2aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaCase3aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaCase4aaaaaaaaa 
a  (no “Refuge route”)  (left “Refuge route”)  (central “Refuge route”)  (right “refuge route”) 

Figure 1 Analysis models (Height and road network) 
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3.2 Emergency route to height 

In this section, using the above mentioned method to search the emergency routes, emergency 
routes to the height of analysis models of cases 1-4 in Figure 1 will be obtained. The data for 
the Dijkstra method are the starting node number, number of links, number of nodes, 
maximum value of the distance (or passage rate) from the starting node, link number, origin 
node number of link, destination node number of link, link length and blockade rate of link. In 
order to be able to take detours, the replaced numbers of the origin and destination node of a 
link are included in the data. The passage rate of the links is converted into the absolute value 
of the common logarithm. The route of the highest passage rate is searched by using the 
Dijkstra method. The distance, passage rate and Σ｜log (1-pi)｜of the emergency route for 
refuge from road network node i (i=1 to 9) to the height which are obtained by using the 
Dijkstra method are shown in Table 1. The passage rate can be obtained from Σ｜log (1-pi)
｜by using expression (9). In Table 1, node1 is the place of the height. The distance of route 
for refuge from node1 is 0, passage rate of route for refuge from node1 is 1, and the absolute 
value of the common logarithm of passage rate is 0. In all cases, distance of route for refuge 
shows same value by the characteristics of the analysis model such as simple grid model, the 
number of nodes, branches, etc. The total passage rates in cases 1-4 are different. The 
magnitude order of the total passage rate is Case2>Case3>Case4>Case1. The most desirable 
allocation of the refuge route is Case2. 

Table 1 Calculated values on emergency route                                      
Case1 (no “Refuge route”)   

 Node1 Node2 Node3 Node4 Node5 Node6 Node7 Node8 Node9 Total 

Σ｜log(1－Pi)｜ 0.00000 0.22185 0.44370 0.22185 0.44370 0.66555 0.44370 0.66555 0.88740 3.99328 

Probability( passage) 1.00000 0.60000 0.36000 0.60000 0.36000 0.21600 0.36000 0.21600 0.12960 3.84160 

Route distance 0 100 200 60 160 260 120 220 320 1440 

Case2 (left “Refuge route”)  

 Node1 Node2 Node3 Node4 Node5 Node6 Node7 Node8 Node9 Total 

Σ｜log(1－Pi)｜ 0.00000 0.22185 0.44370 0.00000. 0.22185 0.44370 0.00000 0.22185 0.44370 1.99664 

Probability( passage) 1.00000 0.60000 0.36000 1.00000 0.60000 0.36000 1.00000 0. 60000 0.36000 5.88000 

Route distance 0 100 200 60 160 260 120 220 320 1440 

Case3 (central “Refuge route”)  

 Node1 Node2 Node3 Node4 Node5 Node6 Node7 Node8 Node9 Total 

Σ｜log(1－Pi)｜ 0.00000 0.22185 0.44370 0.22185 0.22185 0.44370 0.44370 0.22185 0.44370 2.66218 

Probability( passage) 1.00000 0.60000 0.36000 0.60000 0.60000 0.36000 0.36000 0. 60000 0.36000 4.84000 

Route distance 0 100 200 60 160 260 120 220 320 1440 

Case4 (right “refuge route”)                        

 Node1 Node2 Node3 Node4 Node5 Node6 Node7 Node8 Node9 Total 

Σ｜log(1－Pi)｜ 0.00000 0.22185 0.44370 0.22185 0.44370 0.44370 0.44370 0.66555 0.44370 3.32773 

Probability( passage) 1.00000 0.60000 0.36000 0.60000 0.36000 0.36000 0.36000 0.21600 0.36000 4.21600 

Route distance 0 100 200 60 160 260 120 220 320 1440 

(The probability of blockade=0 for refuge route, and 0.4 for another route) 
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3.3 Evacuee quantity to height    

As shown in Figure 2, the evacuee quantity of the emergency route can be visually expressed. 
Each node population is assumed 1 in this calculation. Classification of evacuee quantity is 
made 5 stages, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 or more. The thicker line is, the more evacuee quantity is. In all 
cases 1-4, the evacuees gather in the treelike form toward the height from each node. In Case1, 
there is no refuge route, and there are some routes of highest passage rate. Cases 2-4 show the 
trend that the evacuees use the refuge route. Especially, the number of nodes that use the 
refuge route is increasing in the order of Case4<Case3< Case2.   

 

Case1aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaCase2aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaCase3aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaCase4aaaaaaaaa
a(no “Refuge route”)  (left “Refuge route”)  (central “Refuge route”)  (right “refuge route”) 

4. ANALYSES    

4.1 Analysis conditions for examples 

As shown in Table 2, the total passage rate and the average are obtained in the case of height 
only. The total passage rate has been already shown as the total in Table 1. The average is the 
total passage rate divided by the number of nodes. 

Table 2 Calculated total passage rate: height only 

 Case1 Case2 Case3 Case4 

Total passage rate 3.84 5.88 4.84 4.22 

Average 0.43 0.65 0.54 0.47 

In this study, in order to improve this passage rate, one refuge facility is added and allocated 
most effectively to the models in Figure 1. Possible places for refuge facilities are located at 
nodes of road network. The numbers of possible places for refuge facilities are r2-r9 for n2-n9 
of nodes respectively. R1 is located at the height, n1.  

Three analysis conditions for examples are shown in Table 3. 

Table 3 Conditions for examples  

 Height K Pi Route Location for refuge facility Capacity of refuge facility  

Example 1 Defined  2 1 Any Any direction Unconfined 

Example 2 Defined 2 1 Any Height direction only  Unconfined 

Example 3 Defined 2 1 Any Height direction only Confined 

The emergency route is searched out of every route, the shortest route and the detours, on 
road network. The most effective emergency location for one refuge facility is searched out of 

Figure 2 Evacuee quantity to height（Pi=1） 
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any direction or height direction only. The capacity of an added refuge facility is considered 
or not considered (confined or unconfined in Table 3). 

4.2 Example 1 

In Example 1, the most effective emergency position for one refuge facility is searched out of 
any direction. The capacity of an added refuge facility is not considered.  

Table 4 Calculated passage rates on emergency route                           
Example 1 (Location: Any direction, Capacity: Unconfined)                       

Case1 (no “Refuge route”) 

 Height r2 r3 r4 r5 r6 r7 r8 r9 

n1 1.0000 0.6000 0.3600 0.6000 0.3600 0.2160 0.3600 0.2160 0.1296 

n2 0.6000 1.0000 0.6000 0.3600 0.6000 0.3600 0.2160 0.3600 0.2160 

n3 0.3600 0.6000 1.0000 0.2160 0.3600 0.6000 0.2196 0.2160 0.3600 

n4 0.6000 0.3600 0.2160 1.0000 0.6000 0.3600 0.6000 0.3600 0.2160 

n5 0.3600 0.6000 0.3600 0.6000 1.0000 0.6000 0.3600 0.6000 0.3600 

n6 0.2160 0.3600 0.6000 0.3600 0.6000 1.0000 0.2160 0.3600 0.6000 

n7 0.360 0.2160 0.1296 0.6000 0.3600 0.2160 1.0000 0.6000 0.3600 

n8 0.2160 0.3600 0.2160 0.6000 0.6000 0.3600 0.6000 1.0000 0.6000 

n9 0.1296 0.2160 0.3600 0.2160 0.3600 0.6000 0.3600 0.6000 1.0000 

Case2 (left “Refuge route”) 

 Height r2 r3 r4 r5 r6 r7 r8 r9 

n1 1.0000 0.6000 0.3600 1.0000 0.6000 0.3600 1.0000 0.6000 0.3600 

n2 0.6000 1.0000 0.6000 0.6000 0.6000 0.3600 0.6000 0.3600 0.2160 

n3 0.3600 0.6000 1.0000 0.3600 0.3600 0.6000 0.3600 0.2160 0.3600 

n4 1.0000 0.6000 0.3600 1.0000 0.6000 0.3600 1.0000 0.6000 0.3600 

n5 0.6000 0.6000 0.3600 0.6000 1.0000 0.6000 0.6000 0.6000 0.3600 

n6 0.3600 0.3600 0.6000 0.3600 0.6000 1.0000 0.3600 0.3600 0.6000 

n7 1.0000 0.6000 0.3600 1.0000 0.6000 0.3600 1.0000 0.6000 0.3600 

n8 0.6000 0.3600 0.2160 0.6000 0.6000 0.3600 0.6000 1.0000 0.6000 

n9 0.3600 0.2160 0.3600 0.3600 0.3600 0.6000 0.3600 0.6000 1.0000 

Case3 (central “Refuge route”) 

 Height r2 r3 r4 r5 r6 r7 r8 r9 

n1 1.0000 0.6000 0.3600 0.6000 0.6000 0.3600 0.3600 0.6000 0.3600 

n2 0.6000 1.0000 0.6000 0.6000 1.0000 0.6000 0.6000 1.0000 0.6000 

n3 0.3600 0.6000 1.0000 0.3600 0.6000 0.6000 0.3600 0.6000 0.3600 

n4 0.6000 0.6000 0.3600 1.0000 0.6000 0.3600 0.6000 0.6000 0.3600 

n5 0.6000 1.0000 0.6000 0.6000 1.0000 0.6000 0.6000 1.0000 0.6000 

n6 0.3600 0.6000 0.6000 0.3600 0.6000 1.0000 0.3600 0.6000 0.6000 

n7 0.3600 0.6000 0.3600 0.6000 0.6000 0.3600 1.0000 0.6000 0.3600 

n8 0.6000 1.0000 0.6000 0.6000 1.0000 0.6000 0.6000 1.0000 0.6000 

n9 0.3600 0.6000 0.3600 0.3600 0.6000 0.6000 0.3600 0.6000 1.0000 
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Case4 (right “Refuge route”) 

 Height r2 r3 r4 r5 r6 r7 r8 r9 

n1 1.0000 0.6000 0.3600 0.6000 0.3600 0.3600 0.3600 0.2160 0.3600 

n2 0.6000 1.0000 0.6000 0.3600 0.6000 0.6000 0.2160 0.3600 0.6000 

n3 0.3600 0.6000 1.0000 0.3600 0.6000 1.0000 0.3600 0.6000 1.0000 

n4 0.6000 0.3600 0.3600 1.0000 0.6000 0.3600 0.6000 0.3600 0.3600 

n5 0.3600 0.6000 0.6000 0.6000 1.0000 0.6000 0.3600 0.6000 0.6000 

n6 0.3600 0.6000 1.0000 0.3600 0.6000 1.0000 0.3600 0.6000 1.0000 

n7 0.3600 0.2160 0.3600 0.6000 0.3600 0.3600 1.0000 0.6000 0.3600 

n8 0.2160 0.3600 0.6000 0.3600 0.6000 0.6000 0.6000 1.0000 0.6000 

n9 0.3600 0.6000 1.0000 0.3600 0.6000 1.0000 0.3600 0.6000 1.0000 

As shown in Table 4, every passage rate of the emergency route corresponding to the model 
cases 1-4 in Figure 1 is obtained. In Table 4, the passage rates for refuge from each node 
n1-n9 to the height r1 are already shown in Table 1. The other passage rates for refuge from 
each node n1-n9 to the possible places r2-r9 respectively for refuge facilities are obtained in 
the same manner by using the Dijkstra method.  

The analysis results of Example 1 are shown in Tables 5 and 6 and Figure 3.  

As shown in Table5, total passage rate and the average are obtained corresponding to the 
model cases 1-4 in Figure 1.Total passage rate is the value of the objective function W. The 
average is the total passage rate divided by the number of nodes.   

 Table 5 Calculated total passage rate                                       
Example 1 (Location: Any direction, Capacity: Unconfined) 

 Case1 Case2 Case3 Case4 

Total passage rate 5.72 7.00 7.00 6.76 

Average 0.64 0.78 0.78 0.75 

In comparison with Table 2 in the case of height only, the results obtained from Table 5 are as 
follows:  

• The passage rate is improved by one added refuge facility.   
• In Example 1, the magnitude order of the improvement range in the value of the total 

passage rate is Case4>Case3>Case1>Case2. And the magnitude order of the total passage 
rate after improvement is Case2=Case3>Case4>Case1.   

 
As shown in Table 6, the evacuee for refuge from each node to refuge facility is obtained 
corresponding to model cases 1-4 in Figure 1. The evacuee is the value of design variable Xij 
of the allocation analysis. Results obtained from Table 6 are as follows:   

• Population Pi of one node i take refuge at one refuge facility. As each node population is 
assumed 1 in this calculation, the value of evacuee Xij is 0 or 1. And value of 1 appears at 
one place in one row.   

• As the number of refuge facilities K is 2, all population take refuge at one of two refuge 
facilities. So the value 1 appears in two columns and 0 in the other columns. 

• The most effective emergency position for one refuge facility is r8 in Case1, r6 in Case2, 
r2 in Case3, and r3 in Case4.  

• Territories of two refuge facilities are as follows: In Case1, the territory of the height 
contains four nodes, n1-n4, and the territory of r8 contains five nodes, n5-n9. In Case2, 
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the territory of the height contains six nodes, n1,n2,n4,n5,n7 and n8, and the territory of 
r6 contains three nodes, n3,n6 and n9. In Case3, the territory of the height contains two 
nodes, n1 and n4, and the territory of r2 contains seven nodes, n2,n3,n5,n6,n7,n8 and n9. 
In Case4, the territory of the height contains four nodes, n1,n2,n4 and n7, and the 
territory of r3 contains five nodes, n3,n5,n6,n8 and n9. 

• The passage rate of the nodes in the territory of the added refuge facility are improved.   
 

Table 6 Calculated design variables (evacuee)                                    
Example 1 (Location: Any direction, Capacity: Unconfined) 

Case1 (no “Refuge route”) 

 Height r2 r3 r4 r5 r6 r7 r8 r9 

n1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

n6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

n7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

n8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

n9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

Sum 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 

Case2 (left “Refuge route”) 

 Height r2 r3 r4 r5 r6 r7 r8 r9 

n1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n3 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

n4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n6 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

n7 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n8 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n9 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

Sum 6 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 

Case3 (central “Refuge route”) 

 Height r2 r3 r4 r5 r6 r7 r8 r9 

n1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n5 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n6 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n7 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n8 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n9 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Sum 2 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Case4 (right “Refuge route”) 

 Height r2 r3 r4 r5 r6 r7 r8 r9 

n1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n5 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n6 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n7 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n8 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n9 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Sum 4 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 

The optimum position is shown in Figure 3.The results obtained from Figure 3 are as follows:  

• One refuge facility is located at the most effective position in each model in order to 
maximize the total passage rate for refuge from nodes to facilities. Added refuge facility 
will be located in order to decrease an utilization ratio of “another route”. In addition, 
other most effective emergency position for one refuge facility is r6 in Case1, r5 or r8 in 
Case3, and r6 or r9 in Case4. 

• The population of each node moves toward either the height or the added refuge facility. 
And the evacuee moves along the “Refuge route” to the height or the added refuge 
facility as many as possible.  

• Some of the population of nodes take refuge at the refuge facility in the opposite direction 
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of the height. The nodes are n5,n6 and n7 in Case1, n3 in Case2, n7 in Case3, and n5 and 
n8 in Case4. 

• The territory is distinctly divided into two parts, height and added refuge facility. 
 

Case1aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaCase2aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaCase3aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaCase4aaaaaaaa
aa(no “Refuge route”)  (left “Refuge route”)  (central “Refuge route”)  (right “refuge route”) 

Figure 3 Optimum position of the refuge facility and the territories                
Example 1 (Location: Any direction, Capacity: Unconfined) 

 

4.3 Example 2  

In Example 2, the most effective emergency position for one refuge facility is searched out of 
height direction only. The capacity of an added refuge facility is not considered.  

As shown in Table 7, every passage rate of the emergency route corresponding to the model 
case 1 in Figure 1 is obtained. In Table 7, the passage rate to the refuge facility in the opposite 
direction of the height is 0. The other passage rate to the refuge facility in the direction of the 
height is same as the other passage rate in Table 4. Passage rates of cases 2-4 are obtained in 
the same manner.  

Table 7 Calculated passage rate on emergency route                                    
Example 2 (Location: Height direction only, Capacity: Unconfined)                       

Case1 (no “Refuge route”) 

 Height r2 r3 r4 r5 r6 r7 r8 r9 

n1 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

n2 0.6000 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

n3 0.3600 0.6000 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

n4 0.6000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

n5 0.3600 0.6000 0.0000 0.6000 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

n6 0.2160 0.3600 0.6000 0.3600 0.6000 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

n7 0.3600 0.0000 0.0000 0.6000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

n8 0.2160 0.3600 0.0000 0.6000 0.6000 0.0000 0.6000 1.0000 0.0000 

n9 0.1296 0.2160 0.3600 0.2160 0.3600 0.6000 0.3600 0.6000 1.0000 

 

The analysis results of Example 2 are shown in Tables 8 and 9 and Figure 4.  

As shown in Table8, the total passage rate and the average are obtained corresponding to 
model cases 1-4 of Figure 1.  
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 Table 8 Calculated total passage rate                                    
Example 2 (Location: Height direction only, Capacity: Unconfined) 

 Case1 Case2 Case3 Case4 

Total passage rate 5.48 6.76 6.76 6.14 

Average 0.61 0.75 0.75 0.68 

In comparison with Table 2 in the case of height only, the results obtained from Table 8 are as 
follows:  

• The passage rate is improved by one added refuge facility. 
• In Example 2, the magnitude order of the improvement range in the value of the total 

passage rate is Case4>Case3>Case1>Case2. And the magnitude order of the total passage 
rate after improvement is Case2=Case3>Case4>Case1. 

In comparison with Table 5 of Example 1, the results obtained from Table 8 are as follows: 

• The passage rate decreases in the cause of the searching the refuge facilities out of height 
direction only. 

 

Table 9 Calculated design variables (evacuee)                                 
Example 2 (Location: Height direction only, Capacity: Unconfined) 

Case1 (no “Refuge route”) 

 Height r2 r3 r4 r5 r6 r7 r8 r9 

n1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n5 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

n6 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

n7 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n8 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

n9 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

Sum 5 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 

Case2 (left “Refuge route”) 

 Height r2 r3 r4 r5 r6 r7 r8 r9 

n1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n6 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

n7 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n8 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n9 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

Sum 7 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 

Case3 (central “Refuge route”) 

 Height r2 r3 r4 r5 r6 r7 r8 r9 

n1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n5 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n6 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n7 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n8 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n9 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Sum 3 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Case4 (right “refuge route”) 

 Height r2 r3 r4 r5 r6 r7 r8 r9 

n1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n6 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n7 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n8 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n9 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Sum 6 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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The value of evacuee Xij is shown in Table 9. In comparison with Table 6 of Example 1, the 
results obtained from Table 9 are as follows:  

• The most effective emergency position for one refuge facility is changed from r8 to r5 in 
Case1. In the other cases 2-4, the most effective emergency position for one refuge 
facility is not changed.  

• The territories of the two refuge facilities are changed. In Case1, the territory of the 
height contains five nodes, n1-n4 and n7, and the territory of r5 contains four nodes, 
n5,n6,n8 and n9. In Case2, the territory of the height contains seven nodes,n1-n5,n7 and 
n8, and the territory of r6 contains two nodes, n6 and n9. In Case3, the territory of the 
height contains three nodes, n1,n4 and n7, and the territory of r2 contains six nodes, 
n2,n3,n5,n6,n8 and n9. In Case4, the territory of the height contains six nodes, 
n1,n2,n4,n5,n7 and n8, and the territory of r3 contains five nodes, n3,n5,n6,n8 and n9.   

 

The optimum position is shown in Figure 4.The results obtained from Figure 4 are as follows:  

• One refuge facility is located at the most effective position in each model in order to 
maximize the total passage rate for refuge from nodes to facilities. Added refuge facility 
will be located in order to decrease an utilization ratio of “another route”. In addition, 
other most effective emergency position for one refuge facility is r3 in Case2. 

• The population of each node moves toward either the height or the added refuge facility. 
And the evacuee moves along the “Refuge route” to the height or to the added refuge 
facility as many as possible. 

• The population of nodes take refuge at the refuge facility in the direction of the height. 
• The territory is distinctly divided into two parts, the height and the added refuge facility. 
 
 

aaaaaaaaCase1aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaCase2aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaCase3aaaaaaaaaaaaaaCase4aaaaaaaaaa
a(no “Refuge route”)  (left “Refuge route”)  (central “Refuge route”)  (right “refuge route”) 

Figure 4 Optimum position of the refuge facility and the territories                
Example 2 (Location: Height direction only, Capacity: Unconfined) 

 

4.4 Example 3 

In Example 3, the most effective emergency location for one refuge facility is searched out of 
height direction only. The capacity of the added refuge facility is considered. The capacity Mj 
is 3. In Cases 1 and 3 of the Example 2, the number of evacuees of the added refuge facility is 
more than 3. Therefore, analysis results of the Cases 1 and 3 are under the influence of the 
capacity Mj=3. Input data of Examples 2 and 3 are same except the capacity Mj=3. The 
analysis results are shown in this section as follows:  

The analysis results of Example 3 are shown in Tables 10 and 11 and Figure 5.  
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As shown in Table 10, total passage rate and the average are obtained corresponding to model 
cases 1-4 of Figure 1. 

 Table 10 Calculated total passage rate                                      
Example 3 (Location: Height direction only, Capacity: Confined) 

 Case1 Case2 Case3 Case4 

Total passage rate 5.25 6.76 6.04 6.14 

Average 0.58 0.75 0.67 0.68 

In comparison with Table 2 in the case of height only, the results obtained from Table 10 are 
as follows:  

• The passage rate is improved by one added refuge facility. 
• In Example 3, the magnitude order of the improvement range in the value of the total 

passage rate is Case4>Case1>Case3>Case2. And the magnitude order of the total passage 
rate after improvement is Case2>Case4>Case3 >Case1. 

In comparison with Table 8 of Example 2, the results obtained from Table 10 are as follows:  

• The passage rate decreases in Case 1 and 3 in cause of the considering the capacity of 
added refuge facility. 

 

The value of evacuee Xij corresponding to the Cases 1 and 3 is shown in Table 11. In 
comparison with Table 9 of Example 2, the results obtained from Table 11 are as follows: 

• The most effective emergency position for added refuge facility is not changed. 
• The capacity of refuge facility for Mj=3 is satisfied. 
• The territories of the two refuge facilities are as follows: In Case1, the territories of the 

height contains six nodes, n1-n4,n7 and n9, and the territories of r5 contains three nodes, 
n5,n6 and n8. In Case3, the territories of the height contains six nodes, n1,n3,n4,n6,n7 
and n9, and the territories of r2 contains three nodes, n2,n5 and n8. 

 
Table 11 Calculated design variables (evacuee)                                

Example 3 (Location: Height direction only, Capacity: Confined) 

Case1 (no “Refuge route”) 

 Height r2 r3 r4 r5 r6 r7 r8 r9 

n1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n5 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

n6 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

n7 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n8 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

n9 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

sum 6 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 

 Case3 (central “Refuge route”) 

 Height r2 r3 r4 r5 r6 r7 r8 r9 

n1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n5 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n6 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n7 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n8 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n9 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

sum 6 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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The optimum position is shown in Figure 5. The results obtained from Figure 5 are as 
follows: 

• One refuge facility is located at the most effective position in each model in order to 
maximize the total passage rate for refuge from nodes to facilities. Added refuge facility 
will be located in order to be satisfied Mj=3 and decrease an utilization ratio of “another 
route”. 

• The population of each node moves toward either the height or the added refuge facility. 
And the evacuee moves along the “Refuge route” to the height or the added refuge 
facility as many as possible. 

• The population of nodes take refuge at the refuge facility in the direction of the height. 
• The territory is not distinctly divided into two parts, height and added refuge facility. 
• In Case1, the population of n9 goes through the territory of added refuge facility and 

takes refuge at the height. In Case3, the population of n3,n6 and n9 go through the added 
refuge facility and take refuge at the height. 

 

aaaaaaaaCase1aaaaaaaaaaaaaCase1aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaCase3aaaaaaaaaaaaaaCase4aaaaaaaaaaa(
no “Refuge rou1a te”)  (no “Refuge route”) e (central “Refuge route”)  (right “refuge route”) 

Figure 5 Optimum position of the refuge facility and the territories                
Example 3 (Location: Height direction only, Capacity: Confined) 

 
In Example 3, if the number of refuge facilities K is 3, the most effective emergency positions 
for added refuge facilities are r3 and r7 in Case1, r2 and r6 in Case3. The territories of the 
three refuge facilities are as follows: In Case1, the territories of the height contains four nodes, 
n1,n2,n4 and n5, the territories of r3 contains two nodes, n3 and n6, and the territories of r7 
contains three nodes, n7-n9. In Case3, the territories of the height contains four nodes, 
n1,n3,n4 and n7, the territories of r2 contains three nodes, n2,n5 and n7, and the territories of 
r6 contains two nodes, n6 and n9. 

5. CONCLUSION  

It is predicted that the Nankaido earthquake will occur not later than the first half of this 
century, and the effective measures are requested. By the progress of personal computer and 
MIP program, it will be possible to obtain the solution of the problem included a large 
number of design variables corresponding to the actual city. In this study, as the position of 
higher ground and the blockade rate of the link between two nodes are already-known, the 
search method for the route of the highest passage rate was proposed. The route of the highest 
passage rate will be a most important route for refuge. And the allocation analysis method of 
the refuge facilities considering the possible blockade of the road section was proposed. The 
characteristics of this analysis method are as follows: 

• As the method using MIP searches the boundary region of the practicable area, the 
calculation time is shortened. 
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• The objective function is the maximization of total passage rate. Then, refuge facilities 
will be located in order to decrease an utilization ratio of “another route” which is greater 
than the blockade rate for “refuge route”. 

• The blockade rate of the road section, population, built-up refuge facility, number and 
capacity of refuge facilities, and limited refuge direction can be considered.   

• The similar algorithm can be applied to any conditions in MIP analysis. 
This procedure was applied to a simple grid model of 9 nodes and 12 links. The results of 
these analyses are as follows: 

• The locations of refuge facilities to the position of higher ground and the two kinds of 
routes can be determined. 

• The locations of refuge facilities to the limited refuge direction can be also determined. 
• The locations and the territories of refuge facilities to the limited capacity can be 

determined. 
The evaluation of applicability to the actual city using the Geographic Information System 
Data (GIS data) will be performed in the near future. For example, the widths of roads are 
narrow and most of the houses are wooden in the built-up area of Susaki where people will 
suffer damage from Nankaido earthquake tsunami. Therefore, the upgrade of road network 
will be necessary for refuge as much as possible. And the exploitation of not only the public 
facilities but also the private-sector facilities as the refuge facilities will be necessary. And it 
is desirable to construct the earthquake-proof and high-rise buildings such as department store, 
apartment house, emergency tower and so on. 
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